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Over t h e frequency range between 107 cis an d 1010 cis, r adio seein g is controll ed by t he 
distortions in t he phase of the waves propagating t hrough the eart h 's 'ttmo~ph el' e. For 
elevation angles above two degrees, t he dorn inant effect is refraction at l 00 j\[c/s, Lhe lolal 
bending o f abo ut one and one-half degr ees is d ivided equa ll ,v between t il(' t ropospher e and 
ionosphere. C ur ves s howin g t he total phase change and associatC'd r ay bl' ll d ing arC' presented 
for many cases of in te rest . Statis tical fluctuation s caused by i Il s tl'lI n1('11 tal ion enol's in meas
u ri ng t he physical properties of t he at mosphere, and by irl'cguiarilicii in th e m ed ium are 
s umm a rized. 

1. Introduction 

R adio fields are characterized by an ampli tude and 
phase, both of which itre, ill genentl, function s of 
time and space ] n the idealized case of "freo-space" 
propagaLion, it is possible to comp ute th e ampli tude 
and phase of the field everywhere in terms of the 
characteristics of the signal input to the radiating 
antenna fmd its transfer function. For a signal 
monochromatic in time, the phase of th e free-space 
field at any point will be simply related to the phase 
of the signal generated . In practice, we fire con
fronted with nonhomogeneous media 1 and irregular 
surfaces, which provide numerous modes of propaga
tion , few of which are amenable to direct theoretical 
solution in closed form. Consequently , it is difficult 
to predict the ampli t ude and phase of the radio field 
at poin ts ftn d time of in teres t in tenn s of the signftl 
input to th e Lerminals of the transmitting anteJlna. 
And it should be remembered that th e only obser v
able ftt the recei\'ing location is the yoltage outpu t 
from the ftntenna oriented in a gi,-en direction. The 
situation is depicted in figure 1a. The voltage out
put from the receiving ftntenna is an explici t function 
of time and ltll implicit function of the antenna point
ing direction. In fact the antenna voltage is derived 
from a convolution of the antenna transfer function 
and the spatial distribution of the radio field across 
its aperture. The radio field illuminating the antenna 
ftperture will vary with time and the voltage output 
will be a single valued function of the ftperture field ; 
unfortunately the converse is not true. 

The present paper attempts to amalgamate the 
data on radio phase measurements currently ayail
ft ble, and where possible the characteristics of the 
phase fluctuations will be compared with proposed 
theoretical models. It can be shown [Smyth, 1961] 
that the first order effect associated with the pene
tration of a radio field in to ftn inhomogeneous 
medium is a distortion of the phase of the field. 

1 For man y appli cations the '3phcri call y st rati fied ('a rth '~ atmosphere Jllay be 
considered a. n onh0111ogcneolls medium i n which arc embedded a few small-sca le 
inhomogeneit'ies. 
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FIG U RE 1. (a) Antenna voltage output as a j un ction oj ti me 
fr equency and space jrequency; (b ) Fe1'mat paths . 

When the spatial scale of the phase distortions are 
larger than the radio wavelength, energy will be 
diffracted in the space-frequency domain. The 
phenomenon is quite similar to phase modulation 
in the time-frequency domain, where th e index of 
modulation determines the magnitude of the energy 
abstracted hom the main carrier for redistribution 
into the sidebands. At frequencies above 30 Mc/s 
the radio waves propagating at elevation angles 
greater than 2 or 3 deg will penetrate the entire 
atmosphere. E xperien ce indicates that the energy 
will, to a first approximation, follow the geometric 
ray under these condi tions and that second order 
diffraction effects result from the phase distortions. 
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The radio fields propagating more nearly parallel 
to the earth's stratified atmosphere will suffer much 
larger phase pel'tUl'bations which may result in an 
index of modulation sufficient to diffract most of the 
energy out of the carrier, the geometric ray, and 
spread it into sidebands which feed the nonoptical 
region. Although there is not a clear-cut distinc
tion between these two regions, it is convenient to 
discuss the propagation phenomena of these two 
regions separately. 

The argument of field quantities is always of the 
form (wt± kr), where w/2rr is the time frequency in 
cycles per second and k/2rr is the space frequency in 
cycles per unit distance. The solution to any given 
problem always requires a determination of the 
functional relationship between k and w. 

There are two types of phase measurement: one 
is the time phase between the terminals of the two 
antennas; the other, is the spatial yariation of the 
phase of the field in the region of the receiving 
antenna. These two phase properties of the radio 
fields are simply related in "free space" propagation 
and in certain other instances, for example, wave
guide transmissions . The time phase lag of the 
field at the receiver will depend on the Fermat path 
taken by the radiation between the transmitting and 
receilring antennas. In general there will be a 
dominant path and a number of secondltry paths 
associated with the different diffraction orders 
created by the phase distortions. Figure Ibis a 
schematic representation showing how the total 
phase between the two antenna terminals will haye 
minima values for certain space frequencies as 
measured at the receiYer. 'Within the optical region 
there will in general be distinct single minima 
associated with each space-frequency ltnd refractive 
index profile. It should be remembered that this 
may not be the case for radio waves propagating 
parallel to the stratified lttmosphere, multipath trans
missions have been observed over short line-of-sight 
paths [Crawford and Jakes, 1952 ; DeLange, 1952]. 

2 . Optical Region 

Radio seeing through the earth's atmosphere is of 
considerable interest and importance. Almost all 
of the knowledge about the upper atmosphere and 
the total information about the universe have been 
obtained from an analysis of electromagnetic fields 
arriving at the earth's surface. The distortion of 
these fields by the earth's atmosphere provides 
information about the electromagnetic properties of 
this medium. To be sure, these distortions add to 
the problem of extracting the original information 
contained in the signal before it entered the 
atmosphere. 

The macroscopic effect of the atmosphere on radio 
waves propagating within the optical region is to 
change the total time phase (travel time) and the 
space phase (direction of arrival). The application 
of Fermat's principle is basic to the solution of this 
part of the problem. The statistical fluctuations 
of the time and space phase may be obtained from 

the frequency of occurrence of different tropospheric 
and ionospheric refractive index profiles. Since the 
index of refraction cannot be measured precisely, 
the profiles should be divided into significant class 
intervals. Estimates of the standard deviation 
may be derived from a knowledge of the instru
mentation errors in measuring the required physical 
properties of the atmosphere. 

2 .1 . Troposph er ic Effects 

a. Synoptic REfraction 

Bean, Riggs, and Horn [1959], have made a 
synoptic study of the vertical distribution of the 
radio refractive index. A description of the atmos
pheric profiles used in deri Iring the time-frequency 
and space-frequency variations for transmissions 
through the troposphere is shown in :figure 2c. These 
consist of two exponential sections joined at an 
elevation of 13 km, the upper profile being the same 
for all cases and represented by N = 465 exp (- 0.1568 
h) where h is in kilometers and N is the usual defini
tion of refractivity. The four profiles below 13 
km are given by: N 1 = 220 exp (- 0.0898 h) , N 2 =280 
exp (- O.ll77 h), N o= 340 exp (- 0.1326 h) , and 
N 4 = 400 exp (- 0.1451 h). These profiles were chosen 
because they encompass all of the pro:files which 
will be encountered in prltctice. The associated 
Fermat paths are represented in figure 2a. The 
range of uncertainty in N which would result from 
the uncertainties 2 in measuring humidity, tempera
ture, and pressure are about ± 6 at l.5 km and 
± 2 at 8 km. The greatest contribution to these 
errors come from the errors in measuring humidity. 
These are only average values; for high temperature 
and relati ve humidity, the uncertainty inN at ground 
level may be as large as ± 30. 

2 International COlllnittee [or Air Nav igat ion. 
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FIG U RE 2. (a) Fermat paths fo r different index of refraction 
pTofiles; (b) ray paths through the tmposphere; (e) 1'efractive 
index profiles. 
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b . Small-Scale Inhomcgeneities 

There have been numerous theoretical studies of 
the propagation of radio waves through inhomo
geneous media. For the case where the receiver 
is in view of the transmitter and the effects of the 
earth can be neglected, all tiers of theoretical so
phistication yield identical results: the expected 
mean square phase fluctuation is given by 

where ko is the space-frequency for the mean value 
of the index of refraction no, and t.n is the mean 
variation of the refractive index over a distance 
10, L is the total distance traveled through the 
turbulent medium. This expression simply states 
that the expectation of the total variance of the 
phase over the entire path of length L is just the 
product of the number of random variables and the 
indi vidual variance, where each variable is inde
pendent with the same expectation and variance . 
The phase change over a distance 10 is 
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where t.n takes on two equally probable values 
+ t.n and - t::..n . The variance by definition is the 
expectation of the difference between the observed 
value and the mean value, squared which in this 
case becomes 

N ow in a distance L there are L/10 independent 
variables that have the same expectation and the 
same variance, therfore 

which is just the original expresssion. 

Figure 3 is a plot of the variation of the time phase 
as a function of the spatial phase that would occur 
at the earth 's surface in the absence of the tropo
sphere. The four 'Ako curves represent observed 
elevation angl es at the earth's surface of 0, 10, 
30, and 50 m illiradian, respectively. The inter
section of the appropriate 'A.ko contour with the 
applicable refractivity curve yields the total time
frequency change in passing through the entire 
troposphere, and the associated space-frequency 
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FIGU RE 3. Time frequency versus space frequency for tropospheric transmission. 
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change. There is an uncertainty in these values 
because of the errors in measuring the required 
physical properties of the troposphere. The s tippled 
area represents one standard deviation. All the 
data which have been examined are in agreement with 
these curves. Thompson and Janes [1959] have 
measured the variations in time-frequency associated 
with refractivity changes over a 10 mile path. They 
find that the gross phase variations follow closely 
the changes in refractivity. 

If 10 is equal to or greater than the path length L, 
the results observed by Thompson and Janes [1959], 
Herbstreit and Thompson [1959]; and Deam and 
Fannin [1955] are easily seen to be related to the 
dielectric constant fluctuations associated with air 
mass motions. Simultaneous radio phase measure
ments taken by Herbstreit and Deam on 9,350 Mc/s 
and 1,040 Mc/s yield rms phase variations which 
are almost directly proportional to the frequency 
ratio, 12.6° at 9,350 Mc/s and 1.09° at 1,040 Mc/s. 
The amplitude variation associated with these phase 
fluctuations was quite smail , so one must agree with 
Deam that any postulated mechanism which con
structs the field by a superposition of a large number 
of scatter components and the direct field is incon
sistent with the observations. Herbstreit found thfit 
his observations were also in disagreement with 
this assumed propagation m echanism. 

Thompson, Janes, and Kirkpatrick [1960a] review 
the atmospheric limitations on distance determination 
by means of radio phase measuring equipment. 
They compare the variance in phase of 9,400 Mcls 
radio waves transmitted over a 24 km path with two 
type of corrections : first , they used the m ean of the 
values of refractive index observed a t each end of 
the link for the entire path ; in the second instant 
they used the mean of five values spaced along the 
path. These corrections gave rms phase fluctuations 
of 2,600 and 1,300°, respectively, as compared with 
3,240° when no correction was made. 

Booker [1958] has derived an expression for the 
variance in angle of arrival in terms of the variance 
in phase over the path, 

This expression gives a standard deviation of ± 1 
milliradian for the data reported by Thompson . 
This is of the arne magnitude as the curves of 
figure 3. Aarons and Castelli [1958] measmed 
refraction and scintillation of 3.2 cm, 0.87 em, and 
218 Mcls solar r adiation. Refraction at 0° elevation 
angle ranged between 1 °35' and 45' , with an average 
of 1°05'. The magnitude of the scintillations 
observed indicate angle of arrival variations similar 
to those quoted above . 

2 .2. Ionospheric Effects 

a. Macroscopic Refraction 

Measmements of the electron density in the 
ionosphere indicate that the region of interest for 
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computing ray bending is from 100 km to 1,000 km. 
It will be assumed that the medium is spherically 
stratified and that the profile consist of a parabolic 
distribution below 300 kID, joined on to a hyperbolic
secant distribution above. About three-fourths of 
the electrons will be contained in the region above 
300 km. A ray leaving tangent to the earth will 
arrive at about a 10 ° grazing angle with respect to 
the ionosphere, consequently, the refraction will 
be a rather slowly varying function of elevation angle. 

Figme 4 is a time frequency- space frequency 
relationship for 100 Mcls transmission through the 
ionosphere at Inverness, Scotland. The data were 
computed from ionospheric soundings at that loca
tion, applied to radiation launched at an elevation 
angle of zero degrees with the earth's smface and 
propagating to a height of 1,000 miles. It is inter
esting to note that all of the data- diurnal, seasonal, 
and for different years fit quite well to a single line. 
The large diurnal variation in December 1956 is 
particularly noteworthy. At 100 Mcls the standard 
deviation in phase path is equivalent to about 
150 m. 

b. Small-Scale Irregularities 

Ionospheric irregularities and their movements 
haye been the subject of considerable experimental 
s tudy and theoretical speculation. Two conferences 
on the ionosphere sponsored by the Physical Society 
h eLVe been convened during the pas t decade, and 
the published proceedings of these two meetings 
contain a sm vey of the important observations 
made in many parts of the world. Bo th radio star 
observations and recorded transmissions from satel
lites have been used to deduce the height and 
horizontal extent of the irregularities. 

Lawrence, Jespersen, and Lamb [19611 have 
observed the ampli tude and angular scintillations 
of the r adio s tar Cygnus A at Boulder, Colo. At 
an elevation angle of 15 deg they observed an rms 
angular scintillation of 0.03 ° at 108 Mcls and 
0.12 ° at 53 Mc/s. This agrees very well with the 
aboye relationship . At this elevation angle the 
total refraction of the 53 Mc/s radiation was observed 
to be 0.5 deg. Flood [1963] in a s tudy of radio 
fade outs has arrived at the following values of rms 
fingular scintillation : 50 Mcls, 360 milliradians; 
150 Mcls, 40 milliradians; 300 M cls, 10 milliradians. 
It would appear that these values were taken off a 
wavelength plot. 
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